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The **Israeli Trio** was founded by three leading Israeli musicians in order to present to chamber music lovers compositions which are rarely performed.

Two of these artists have appeared with the Tel Aviv Quartet in the spring of 1971 throughout North America. Cellist Uzi Wiesel is a member of this Quartet and clarinetist Yona Ettlinger their assisting artist. Pianist Pnina Salzman toured in North America as soloist with the Israeli Philharmonic Orchestra.

**Excerpts from the Press:**

"*All three artists manifest a complete identity to romantic approach*"  
Israel, May 1969

"*Their rendition of the Brahms Trio was unsurpassed: passionate, magnificent and truly Brahms*"  
Israel, April 1970

"*The performance of the C.P.E.Bach Sonata was elegant and crystal clear*"  
Israel, May 1971